
Zones of regulation is an 
approach used to support the 
development of self-regulation in 
children.  All the different ways 
children feel and the states of 
alertness they experience are 
categorized into four coloured 
zones.  Behaviours can be 
"expected" or "unexpected."  
Some tools help to get people 
back to the "green zone."

Printable materials in the “Zones of Regulation” book by Leah Kuypers Remember: - Every zone is a good zone and appropriate at different 
times. - Your child’s zone will often mirror your zone, so think about what zone you are in before you try to help your child (e.g. if you yourself are 
in the red zone, it will be hard to help your child move from the red zone to a different zone) 

Why use Zones of Regulation?

To teach students how to: 

1. Identify their feelings 

2. Be aware of what zone they are in 

3. Start to use tools to be in the appropriate 
zone for the moment

Some Tools:

**This approach is to support students in self-
reflecting about their "zone" and provide tools to 
help students get to expected behaviours.  This is 
not a behaviour approach or discipline model.**

Model identifying your own feelings with zone 
language: "I'm frustrated and in the yellow zone.  
I'm going to practice breathing to get back to 
green."



Compares new learning to past 
learning and ecodes information 
from working memory to long-
term storage.

Thinking, planning complex cognitive 
behaviour, decision making and 
moderating correct social behaviour

Encodes emotional 
messages for long-term 
storage in the brian

Based on brain science, 
Mind UP improves self-
regulation skills, builds 
resilience to stress and 
develops a positive 
mindset.  Practice 
lessons work well for 
transition times.  
Learning about the brain, 
there are focused 
lessons on breathing
and sharpening your 
senses (mindful 
listening, seeing, 
smelling, tasting and 
movement).




